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NOMINATION FORM 
GOLDEN LEAVES AUTHOR ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS: (PLEASE SELECT ONE) 

GOLDEN LEAVES HONOREE AUTHOR 
Authors must be affiliated with the campus community (includes faculty, staff, students, alumni, and 
retirees) who have authored or edited a published a book within the preceding year*. The book 
must follow UNESCO’s definition of a book and be at least 49 pages in length exclusive of cover 
pages. For the Golden Leaves honors we will allow books in an all-electronic format. 

*One year’s grace is allowed if at the time of publication, the author was affiliated with Cal Poly Pomona.

GOLDEN LEAVES HONORABLE MENTION AUTHOR 
Honorable Mention authors should meet all the same requirements for full Golden Leaves honors but 
have written or co-authored a chapter or essay within a larger published book (i.e., they are not 
listed as the book’s author or editor but are listed as contributors to the whole work). 

NOMINEE’S INFORMATION: 
FULL NAME: ______________________________________________________________________ 
CAMPUS AFFILIATION:  ALUM  STAFF  STUDENT  FACULTY  RETIREE/EMERIT 

E-MAIL: ______________________________________________________________________ 
PHONE: ______________________________________________________________________ 
HOME ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________________________ 
CAMPUS ADDRESS: ___________________________________ CAMPUS PHONE:  __________________

COLLEGE: 
AG CBA CEIS CLASS  COLLINS ENG ENV SCIENCE 

DEPARTMENT/MAJOR: ___________________________________ GRAD YEAR:  __________________

BOOK INFORMATION: 
TITLE: ______________________________________________________________________ 
AUTHOR/EDITOR: ______________________________________________________________________ 
ISBN: ___________________________________ PUBLISHING YEAR:  __________________ 
PUBLISHER ______________________________________________________________________ 

FOR HONORABLE MENTION AUTHORS: 
CHAPTER/ESSAY TITLE: ______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

Yes, I would like to gift a copy of my book to the Cal Poly Pomona University Library! 
Your gift will be cataloged for and searchable in the Golden Leaves Honorees Collection. The University Library greatly 
appreciates your generous donation to this important collection. 

Please send your completed form to the University Library (library@cpp.edu).  
Thank you for your nomination and your support of the Golden Leaves Author Awards. 

mailto:library@cpp.edu
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